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Abstract

Counts of defects found during the various defect detection activities in software

projects and their classification provide a basis for product quality evaluation and

process improvement. However, since defect classifications are subjective, it is

necessary to ensure that they are repeatable (i.e., that the classification is not

dependent on the individual).  In this paper we evaluate a commonly used defect

classification scheme that has been applied in IBM’s Orthogonal Defect

Classification work, and in the SEI’s Personal Software Process.  The evaluation

utilizes the Kappa statistic.  We use defect data from code inspections conducted

during a development project. Our results indicate that the classification scheme is in

general repeatable. We further evaluate classes of defects to find out if confusion

between some categories is more common, and suggest a potential improvement to

the scheme.

Keywords: defect classification, software inspections, measurement reliability,

agreement.

1. Introduction
The classification of software defects plays an important role in measurement-based

process and product improvement.  This is evidenced in, for example, the

Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) work [11][13], whereby Defect Types are

matched with Defect Triggers to identify potential problems during a software

project.  The distribution of defects by type can be used to identify product and

process problems [8][12], and can be used as a project planning and monitoring tool

[29].  The relationship between defect types and other variables such as whether a

module was new or modified [4], and the cost of correction [26][6], can provide

insight into development activities.  Defect causal analysis methods utilize defect

classes for clustering defects and focusing the causal analysis meeting [10].
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Incorporation of defect types is considered to improve the accuracy of capture-

recapture models for defect content estimation [32], and for improving the

applicability of reliability growth models [14].

A basic premise of all of these approaches is that the defect classification is

repeatable1.  For example, the semantic classification proposed in ODC is “likely to

be accurate” and is believed to be less error-prone than opinion-based

classifications [13].  However, since the classification of defects is a subjective

exercise, it is plausible that different individuals would classify the same defect in a

different category.  If such disagreement in classifications is prevalent, then there is

justifiable doubt in basing improvement decisions and investments on analyses that

utilize defect class information.  Furthermore, a commonly suggested data analysis

approach for defect data is a chi-square test to determine if all defect classes are

equally likely (e.g., see [24]) and for investigating the relationship between defect

class and other variables (e.g., see [6]). However, chi-square tests of contingency

tables whereby one of the variables has low reliability (e.g., say one of the variables

is the defect class) are known to produce quite misleading results [17].

There are different ways in which a defect can be classified.  For example, a

semantic classification that characterizes the fix [13], by the phase where the defect

is injected [30], and by characterizing it as an omission, or as a commission [5].

There are a number of different additional classification schemes that have been

suggested in the literature, for example at the SEI [20], and an IEEE Standard for

defect classification that presents a number of different classification schemes [23].

While special care has been taken in defining classification schemes that are

believed to be repeatable, this has not been, to our knowledge, empirically

demonstrated through systematic investigation.

In this paper we report on a study that evaluated the repeatability of a defect

classification scheme using real code inspection data.  It is advantageous to use real

inspection data since artificial or seeded defects may be harder/easier to classify

than real defects, hence questioning the applicability of results using non-real

defects.  The defect classification scheme that we evaluate is a slight adaptation of

                                                     
1 We use the terms “reliability” and “repeatability” interchangeably in this paper.
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the ODC scheme [11][13], which has also been incoporated in the SEI’s Personal

Software Process [22]. We use two data sets totalling 605 inspection defects.

Briefly, our results indicate that this classification scheme has sufficiently high

repeatability.  Furthermore, the method that we follow can be applied to evaluate the

repeatability of other defect classification schemes using data that is commonly

collected during software inspections.

In the next section we present our research method, including the environment of

study, the defect classification scheme, the data analysis method, and a sensitivity

analysis approach. In Section 3 we present the results and discuss their limitations.

We conclude the paper in Section 4 with a summary and directions for future

research.

2. Research Method
2.1 Environment of Study

The data we use in our study comes from a development project conducted within a

company in Germany. The system consists of approximately 30 KSLOC and has a

peak staff load of 5 persons. The application is a data analysis program that

implements a proprietary data mining technique.

The goal was to perform effective code inspections under tight resource constraints.

Thus, the code inspection process was restricted to two persons. A two-person

inspection was found to be a promising and useful approach by Bisant and Lyle [9].

They report that this approach saves considerable manpower compared to

conventional inspections with larger teams. Furthermore, it was found to be as

effective as conventional, three to five person inspections. Based on this approach

[9], Kusumoto et. al. [25] defined more precisely how the two persons are selected

from a development team. Major achievements were a decrease of inspection effort,

decrease of unreviewed documents, and an increase of completion rate.

All defect data was collected during code inspections. The inspection process

consisted of the following steps: planning, preparation, meeting, correction, and

follow-up. Each step may involve the following roles: moderator, author, and

inspector. One person (A) assumes the moderator and the inspector role. The other

person (B) has the role of the author and the inspector. Bisant and Lyle [9]
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recommend to remove the role of the moderator, which is not the case in our

process.

During the planning step, the moderator puts together documents that are handed in

by the author. These are the code document, the test-cases, and the

documentation. The moderator also sets up a date for the meeting, and ensures that

the both inspectors have the same version of the documents. After the planning

step, during the preparation, the inspectors individually check the documents. They

detect and classify defects using a checklist. Each inspector fills out one defect

report form while preparing. This form contains a defect’s location, description and

classification. After preparation, the two inspectors perform an inspection meeting.

For each defect found during preparation, a decision is made whether it is a “real”

defect or a false positive. A false positive is an issue documented during

preparation, but not considered as a “real” defect in the meeting. Furthermore, the

participants reach an agreement/consensus on the classification of a “real” defect.

Additional defects may also be found during the meeting, but this is not its major

goal. All “real” defects are logged on a meeting form. In contrast to this process,

Kusumoto et. al [25] merge the preparation and meeting step. In this case, both

inspectors jointly check the product using a checklist.

After the meeting, the author corrects the logged defects. During the follow-up, the

moderator checks whether all defects are corrected. Table 1 summarizes our

inspection steps, the roles involved, and the participants in each step.
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Steps Roles Person

Planning Moderator A

Preparation Inspector A and B

Meeting Moderator

Inspector

Author

A

A and B

B

Correction Author B

Follow-Up Moderator

Author

A

B

Table 1: Steps of the inspection process.

All defects considered for this study were found by two different pairs of inspectors

(total of three different inspectors), giving two different data sets, one for each pair.

2.2 Defect Classification Scheme

The defect classification scheme that was used in this study is based on the original

scheme developed in the Orthogonal Defect Classification work [13][11].  This

scheme has been adopted in the Personal Software Process developed at the SEI

[22].  Some of the defect classes were not included for the project under study

because they were not directly relevant. In particular, the “timing/serialization” defect

type was removed since it was not applicable to this type of application, and the

“algorithm” type was removed since a commercial-off-the-shelf library was used that

implemented most of the algorithms that were required for this application.  Both of

these were also removed from the defect classification suggested in [22]. A number

of defect classes were also added. Namely, these were “Data” (also included in

[22]), “Environment”, “Naming Conventions”, and “Understandability” since these

were believed to require specific actions different from the other defect classes.  The

final defect classification scheme is presented in Table 2 with a number of illustrative

questions that ought to be asked about the defect during the preparation step. This

helps finding defects and classifying them.
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Defect Type Description and Examples of Questions
Documentation Comments, messages

• Is the function described adequately at the top of the file ?
• Are variables described when declared ?
• Does the function documentation describe its behavior properly ?

 Build/Package  Change management, library, version control
• Is there a version number defined for the file ?
• Are the correct versions of functions included in the build ?

 Assignment  Declaration, duplicate names, scope, limits
• Are variables initialized properly ?
• Are all library variables that capture a characteristic or state of the object

defined ?
• Are all return values that are special cases (e.g., an error return) really

invalid values (i.e., would never occur unless there was an error) ?
 Interface  Procedure calls and references, I/O, user formats, declarations

• Does the library interface correctly divide the functions into their different
types ?

• Do the functions follow the proper object access rules ?
• Are the declared and expected interface signatures the same ?

 Checking  Error messages, inadequate checks
• Are all possible error conditions covered ?
• Are appropriate error messages given to the user ?
• Does the function return the <error> value in case of errors ?
• Is there checking or debugging code that is left in the function that shouldn’t

be there ?
• Does the function check for missing data before making a computation ?
• Are all checks for entry conditions of the function correct and complete ?

 Data  Structure, content, declarations
• Are files opened with the right permissions ?
• Are the correct data files accessed ?
• Are there any missing variables for the object definition ?
• Are variable definitions of the right size to hold the data ?

 Function  Logic, pointers, loops, recursion, computation
• Are all branches handled correctly ?
• Are pointers declared and used as pointers ?
• Are arithmetic expressions evaluated as specified ?

 Memory  Memory allocation, leaks
• Are objects instantiated before being used ?
• Do all objects register their memory usage ?

 Environment  Design, compile, test, or other support system problems
• Are all test cases running properly?
• Are compile options set properly (e.g., after changing compiler version) ?

 Naming
Conventions

 Naming of files, functions, and variables
• Do the function and file names follow the naming conventions for the

project ?
• Do the variable names follow the naming conventions for the project ?

 Understandability  Hinder understandability
• Are there enough explanations of functionality or design rationale ?
• Are there any misleading variable names?
• Are the comments clear and correctly reflect the code ?

Table 2: Defect classification scheme used in this study.
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2.3 Data Analysis

The objective of this section is to discuss different coefficients that can be used for

evaluating agreement in defect classification amongst two inspectors.

Data from a reliability study can be represented in a table such as Table 3 for a

classification scheme with k defect classes. Here we have two inspectors that have

independently classified the defects that they found.  Inspectors independently

classify defects during the preparation step of the inspection process. The table

would include the proportion of ratings that fall in each one of the cells.

Inspector A

Class1 Class2 Classk

Inspector B Class1 P11 P12 P1k P1+

Class2 P21 P22 P2k P2+

Classk Pk1 Pk2 Pkk Pk+

P+1 P+2 P+k

Table 3: Example k x k table for representing proportions of defect classifications
made by two inspectors.

In this table Pij is the proportion of ratings classified in cell (i,j), Pi+ is the total

proportion for row i, and P+j is the total proportion for column j:

 ∑
=

+ =
k

1j
iji PP

∑
=

+ =
k

1i
ijj PP

The most straightforward approach to evaluating agreement is to consider the

proportion of ratings upon which the two inspectors agree:

 ∑
=

=
k

1i
iiO PP
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However, this value includes agreement that could have occurred by chance.  For

example, if the two inspectors employed completely different criteria for classifying

defects, then a considerable amount of observed agreement would still be expected

by chance.

There are different ways for evaluating extent of agreement that is expected by

chance. We will consider two alternatives here. The first assumes that chance

agreement is due to the inspectors assigning classes to defects randomly at equal

rates. In such a case chance agreement would be:

k
Pe

1=
Eqn 1

An alternative definition of chance agreement considers that the inspectors’ proclivity

to distribute their classifications in a certain way is a source of disagreement:

∑
=

++=
k

1i
iie PPP

Eqn 2

The marginal proportions in the above equation are maximum likelihood estimates of

the population proportions under a multinomial sampling model [1].  If each of the

inspectors makes classifications at random according to the marginal proportions,

then the above is chance agreement (derived using the multiplication rule of

probability and assuming independence between the two assessors).

A general form for agreement coefficients2 is [33]:

e

eO

P

PP
Agreement

−
−

=
1

When there is complete agreement between the two inspectors, PO will take on the

value of 1.  The observed agreement that is in excess of chance agreement is given

by PO – Pe.  The maximum possible excess over chance agreement is 1 – Pe.

Therefore, this type of agreement coefficient is the ratio of observed excess over

chance agreement to the maximum possible excess over chance agreement.

                                                     
2 It should be noted that “agreement” is different from “association”. For the ratings from two inspectors to agree, the ratings
must fall in the same defect class. For the ratings from two teams to be associated, it is only necessary to be able to predict
the defect class of one inspector from the defect class of the other inspector. Thus, strong agreement requires strong
association, but strong association can exist without strong agreement.
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If there is complete agreement, then the agreement coefficient is 1. If observed

agreement is greater than chance, then the agreement coefficient is greater than

zero. If observed agreement is less than would be expected by chance, then the

agreement coefficient is less than zero.

An agreement coefficient that considers chance agreement as in Eqn 1 is Bennett et

al.’s S coefficient [7].  An agreement coefficient that considers chance agreement as

in Eqn 2 is Cohen’s Kappa (κ) [15].

A priori, in an inspection context, it seems a reasonable assumption that inspectors

have a prior tendency to classify defects in a certain way, therefore suggesting that

Cohen’s Kappa is a more appropriate coefficient. Furthermore, there is considerable

use in the social and medical sciences of the Kappa coefficient. For instance, Kappa

has been used to evaluate the agreement in identifying mental disorders, such as

depression, neurosis, and schizophrenia [18].  Umesh et al. [31] note that up to April

1988 Kappa had been cited more than 1100 times in social science research.  This

number is undoubtedly much larger by now.  Furthermore, in medical methodology

texts Kappa has been presented as a measure of agreement in diagnosis reliability

studies [2][3][21].

Extensive use in various disciplines means that guidelines have been developed for

interpreting a particular statistic. In [16] a review of the literature in various

disciplines provides guidelines for interpreting Kappa, as well as interpretation

guidelines for using Kappa in evaluating the reliability of software process

assessments. In general, Kappa values less than 0.4 indicate inadequate

agreement. Values above 0.6 indicate good agreement, and values above 0.75

indicate excellent agreement.

We can also test the null hypothesis that the observed amount of agreement (or

greater) could have occurred by chance (i.e., the inspectors classifying at random

according to their marginal proportions).  The standard error of Kappa has been

derived by Fleiss et al. [19] and can be used for hypothesis testing.  Since we have

two data sets in our study, all statistical tests are conducted at a Bonferonni adjusted

alpha level (see [28]). The experimentwise alpha level that we used is 0.05.
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2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

In our study we can only include defects that were found by both inspectors during

preparation. However, not all defects logged during the inspection meeting are found

by both inspectors. Therefore, it can be argued that there is bias in this kind of

analysis because we do not include all defects found during inspections. If there is

bias then the results of a reliability analysis are not applicable to inspections in

general. For example, let’s say that both inspectors find the same defects that they

both classify as “Function”, and that “Function” type defects constitute the majority of

defects found by both inspectors. This means that there is high agreement on

classifying “Function” defects. Because Kappa can be considered as a weighted

average of the agreement on each class [17], this will increase overall calculated

Kappa. However, if “Function” defects are a small fraction of all the defects logged

during the meeting then the calculated Kappa would be highly inflated compared to

the value that would be obtained if we used all logged defects.

In general, if the calculated Kappa is inflated and has a low value, this means that

the actual repeatability of defect classifications for inspections is not going to be

good enough, and we can conclude that the classification scheme is not reliable. If

calculated Kappa is deflated and has a high value then it sets a lower bound on the

reliability of defect classification during inspections, and we can conclude that the

defect classification scheme is reliable.

It is therefore prudent to perform a sensitivity analysis to determine whether the

calculated Kappa value is inflated or deflated. We want to find out what would

happen to Kappa if inspector B had classified the defects that were not found by B,

and all the defects that were not actually found by inspector A were classified by A.

We do this through a Monte Carlo simulation [27]. To construct this simulation we

have to define how an inspector would classify defects that s/he did not actually find.

To explain the simulation, we take inspector B as an example. We refer to the

hypothetical data in Table 4 for this discussion.  This hypothetical table assumes

that our defect classification scheme has only three classes: “X”, “Y”, and “Z”.  It

shows each inspector’s classification and the final logged classification.

During the inspection meeting, inspector B is presented with the defects that s/he

did not find, and these are classified by both inspectors as type “X” (defect number
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1).  By looking at the classification of defects that B did find, we can determine the

how B classifies defects that are logged as of type “X”.  For example, for the defects

that B found, s/he classifies as “Y” 50% of the defects that are subsequently logged

during the meeting as “X”, and s/he classifies the remaining 50% as “X”.  During the

simulation we make B’s classification for the defects that s/he did not find and that

were logged as “X” to be a discrete distribution with probabilities 0.5 and 0.5 for their

“X” and “Y” classifications respectively. This is illustrated in the last column of the

table for defect number 1.  This is a worst case assumption because we assume

that the inspector is guessing with these proportions. This is done for all defects that

B did not find (e.g., defect number 4), with one exception below.

Inspector A Inspector B Logged Simulated Distribution for

Inspector B

1. X X Discrete((“Y”,0.50),(“X”,0.50))

2. X Y X N/A

3. Y X X

4. Y Y Discrete((“Y”,0.33),(“X”,0.66))

5. Y Y N/A

6. Y X N/A

7. X X N/A

8. X Y N/A

9. X Y N/A

10. Z Z Discrete((“Y”,0.43),(“X”,0.57))

Table 4: Hypothetical data collected and simulated distribution for inspector B.

If B never found a defect that was logged during the meeting, for example defects of

type “Z”, then we make a worst case assumption that B will guess according to his or

her overall proclivity. This proclivity is calculated from all defects that B did find. For

example, B classifies 43% of all the defects that s/he finds as “Y” and 57% as “X”,

then we construct a discrete distribution with a 0.43 and 0.57 probability (see defect

number 10).

All simulations we performed used 1000 iterations. By considering the simulated

Kappa distribution we can determine the extent to which Kappa would be affected
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had both inspectors classified all defects. In particular, we wish to find out the extent

to which the Kappa value would be equal to or fall under the 0.6 threshold.

3. Results
3.1 Description of Data

As noted earlier, we have two data sets. In total, these two data sets represent 605

defects found during inspections (see Table 5). In the first data set only 23% of the

defects are found by both inspectors, and 24% in the second data set. This reflects

the fact that in this environment the inspectors specialize in finding different types of

defects.

Logged Defects Found By Both

Data Set 1 432 99

Data Set 2 173 41

Table 5: Summary of the two data sets.

The distribution of defects for the first data set is illustrated in the histogram of

Figure 1. A number of points can be arrived at from this figure. First, most of the

defects that are logged during the meeting (almost half) are “Documentation” type

defects. This reflects that in this environment documentation standards are not

enforced consistently. Second, that there is a substantial difference in the

distribution of all defects that are logged against those that are found by both

inspectors. Again, this reflects the specialization of the inspectors.
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Figure 1: Distribution of defects for data set 1.
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Figure 2: Distribution of defects for data set 2.
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The distribution of defects for the second data set is shown in Figure 2. Again, most

of the defects that are found are “Documentation” type, and the specialization effect

is visible.

3.2 Evaluation of Classification Agreement

The Kappa coefficients for both data sets are shown in Table 6. They are both

above 0.6 indicating good agreement, with the second data set above 0.75

indicating excellent agreement. Both values are statistically significant.

Data Set Kappa Value

Data Set 1 0.66*

Data Set 2 0.82*

Table 6: Kappa values for the two data sets (the asterisk indicates statistical
significance at an experimentwise alpha level of 0.05).

3.3 Results of Sensitivity Analysis

The results of the sensitivity analysis for the first data set are shown in Figure 3,

where the frequency distribution is depicted. For data set 1 there is a slight inflation

of calculated Kappa since most values are greater than the calculated 0.66, and the

mean is 0.80. The cummulative density is shown in Figure 4.  As can be seen, the

proportion of times that the values of Kappa are at 0.6 or lower is close to zero.  This

indicates that under the worst case assumptions made during the sensitivity

analysis, the extent of agreement will still be good almost all of the time.
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Sensitivity
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of Kappa for data set 1 (mean 0.80). The y-axis is the
frequency from 1000 iterations, and the x-axis is the value of Kappa.
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Figure 4: Kappa Cumulative Density Function for data set 1. The y-axis represents
the probability of obtaining an x value equal to or smaller than the value on the x-

axis, and the x-axis is Kappa.

The frequency distribution of simulated Kappa for the second data set in Figure 5,

and the cummulative density in Figure 6. For data set 2 there is a slight deflation of

calculated Kappa since most simulated values are slightly lower than the calculated

0.82, and the simulated Kappa distribution has a mean of 0.76. However, it can be

seen that in quite a few cases the value of Kappa does go below 0.75, but very

rarely if ever does it go below 0.6. This is evident in Figure 6 where the proportion of

times the simulated Kappa is at 0.6 or less is almost zero.
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Figure 5: Sensitiviy of Kappa for data set 2 (mean 0.76). The y-axis is the frequency
from 1000 iterations, and the x-axis is the value of Kappa.
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Figure 6: Kappa Cumulative Density Function for data set 2. The y-axis represents
the probability of obtaining an x value equal to or smaller than the value on the x-

axis, and the x-axis is Kappa.

Based on this sensitivity analysis, we can conclude that the extent of agreement is

sufficiently high, making the defect classification scheme reliability at least good and

therefore is usable in practice as is.
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3.4 Improving the Classification Scheme

To explore further why data set 1 has a lower Kappa value, we looked more closely

at the raw data and found that there tends to be more disagreement between the

“Data” and “Assignment” defect classes, for the second data set (this can be

determined by looking at the cells in the contingency table). In addition, discussions

with developers indicated that from their perspective there was sometimes difficulty

in distinguishing between “Assignment” and “Data” defect classes.  To investigate

whether there was confusion amongst these two categories, we combined them and

recalculated the Kappa value.  If there is confusion amongst the categories then

combining them is expected to improve the extent of agreement. The results for this

are shown in Table 7. This indicates that for one data set there is substantial

improvement in the extent of agreement after the combination.

Data Set Kappa Value

Data Set 1 0.73*

Data Set 2 0.82*

Table 7: Kappa values for the two data sets after combining the “Assignment” and
“Data” defect classes (the asterisk indicates statistical significance at an

experimentwise alpha level of 0.05).

Based on this result, it is suggested that the “Data” defect class be either refined

further to clarify its distingushing features from the “Assignment” class, or merged

with the “Assignment” class.

3.5 Limitations

The important limitations of this study are concerned with its generalizability.

Our study was conducted for one type of document, code, for defect classification

scheme, and for one type of defect detection activity, inspections. Therefore, it is

reasonable to make conclusions about the reliability of the defect classification

scheme within this scope. However, it is early to make statements on the reliability of

this defect classification scheme for other types of documents and for other

activities. The nature of the defects found in other documents and using other defect

detection activities can be quite different from code and inspections respectively,

making the classification scheme harder/easier to use.
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For the inspection defect detection activity, the method that we have presented in

this paper can be applied with data that is normally collected during software

inspections. Therefore, it would be possible to perform reliability evaluation studies

of the defect classification scheme for other document types.

4. Conclusions
The classification of defects found during software development plays an important

role in measurement based process and product improvement. This is evidenced,

for example, in the Orthogonal Defect Classification work and in the Personal

Software Process. Many of the improvement decisions made in this approaches are

based on the premise that defect classification is repetable. However, this

assumption has not been systematically investigated thus far. Furthermore, while

perforimg data analysis using defect class as a variable, it is known that low

reliability of the variables can lead to quite erroneous results.

The objective of this paper was to evaluate the repeatability of a defect classification

scheme in the context of software inspections. The study was performed using real

inspection data and using a defect classification scheme similar to those in common

use. Our results indicate that the defect classification scheme has high reliability by

standards used in the social sciences, medical studies, and in other areas of

software engineering. We further identified an improvement that can be made to the

scheme to increase its reliability.

The method that we have presented can be applied for evaluating other defect

classification schemes in the context of inspections. This method is particularly

advantageous since it requires data that is usually collected during software

inspections anyway.

Further research should also consider evaluating the repeatability of commonly used

defect classification schemes for other defect detection activities, such as the

various types of testing. Such research may converge on a classification scheme

that is empirically demonstrated to be reliable for the whole of the defect detection

life cycle.
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